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Software Engineering HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2002
The Software Engineering Handbook is written for software developers; unlike many other texts, it is written to be used in developers everyday work. Care has been taken to reference outside sources consulted for the text, easily leading readers to more detailed information when needed. This book is recommended for libraries that serve IT...
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Essential MATLAB for Scientists and EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 2002
Based on a teach-yourself approach, the fundamentals of MATLAB are illustrated throughout with many examples from a number of different scientific and engineering areas, such as simulation, population modelling, and numerical methods, as well as from business and everyday life. Some of the examples draw on first-year university level maths, but...
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Digital Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	For mid-level courses in Digital Electronics, Digital Logic, Computer Fundamentals, and Digital Fundamentals.Reflecting combined experience in the engineering industry and in the classroom, this bestseller provides thorough, up-to-date coverage of digital fundamentals--from basic concepts to microprocessors, programmable logic, and digital...
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Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out, Deluxe EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
This DELUXE EDITION reference digs even deeper into Windows XP, including all-new coverage of Service Pack 1, plus a wealth of new resources on CD-ROM. Now you get even more timesaving solutions, tips, and tools—all in concise, fast-answers format!

Think you know Microsoft Windows inside out? Think again. 

For more than a...
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PHP and PostgreSQL Advanced Web ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2002
Sams' PHP and MySQL Web Development, by Luke Welling and Laura Thomson, showed that there is a strong demand for books that describe how to use PHP together with a specific open-source database to develop Web applications.
While MySQL is very popular, PostgreSQL is widely considered to be the more powerful of the two open-source databases. And...
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Building Java Enterprise Applications, Vol. 1: Architecture (O'Reilly Java)O'Reilly, 2002
What are the key decisions and tradeoffs you face as you design and develop enterprise applications? How do you build the back end so that it not only handles your current needs but is flexible enough to allow your system to evolve as your needs expand? Answer these questions and many more with Building Java Enterprise Applications, an...
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Extreme Programming for Web ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2002
Web development teams have been operating in the dark for far too long. The lack of proven development methodologies for the Web environment has resulted in a constant struggle for developers to produce quality Web-based projects on time and within budget. The field is multidisciplinary in character, involving both technology and...
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Check Point Next Generation Security AdministrationSyngress Publishing, 2002
Check Point NG aims to teach its readers how to install and set up VPN-1/FireWall-1 Next Generation, the latest version of the highly respected firewall software from Check Point. Its authors--all with significant network and security certifications--accomplish their objective: it seems likely that this book will travel with a lot of Check...
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Advanced Topics in Global Information Management Series, Vol. 1Idea Group Publishing, 2002
Advanced Topics in Information Resources Management features the latest research findings dealing with all aspects of information resources management, managerial and organizational applications, as well as implications of information technology organizations. It aims to be instrumental in the improvement and development of the theory and practice...
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Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic ApproachIGI Global, 2002
While implementing IS and IT in support of their business strategies, companies are looking for ways to bridge the gap between their competitive position and technological investment, including ways to use this investment to the advantage of the organization.  Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic Approach faces this challenge by...
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Risk Management and Value Creation in Financial InstitutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
From an empirical as well as a personal point of view, risk management in the financial industry has been one of the most exciting and most researched areas over the last decade. Depositors and regulators claim that risk management is necessary, and many banks argue that superior risk management can create (shareholder) value. However, from a...
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Key Nursing SkillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Written by authors have a wide experience in teaching and practicing adult nursing, Key Nursing Skills will be invaluable to nurses who really want to get to grips with the more common procedures.


	Each chapter focuses on a specific area of care and related skills and considers the main practice issues. Each intervention is...
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